"On November 1, 1933, three sororities on Ball State Teachers College campus joined their forces and became the Phi Delta Lambda sorority. The three sororities were Epsilon Delta, Lambda Delta Phi, and Phi Delta Xi.

"The new sorority is a local sorority. Phi Delta Lambda does not have any affiliation whatsoever with any other group.

"The purpose of this organization is to support school function to the best of our ability, and to give a girl a chance for a social life that she would not have otherwise.

"The first function of the Phi Delta Lambda's was to sponsor a Prosperity Dance on November 12, 1933. Their first formal dance will be on April 22, 1939. It will be an open affair.

"The colors are blue and silver and the flower is talisman rose.

"Dues and fees. Term dues - $3; initiation and pledge fee - $1 required to buy a pin - $4.

Phi Delta Lambda charter members:

Marilu Austill
Mary Jane Bair
Helen Baker
Martha Bechtold
Charmion Craig
Virginia Eley
Ruth Freeman
Heva Gollier
Eileen Haffner
Iona Lutes
Betty Jane Mattson
Agatha Mainland
Winnefred Mainland
Mary Matscukes
Mary Nepsa
Doris Noel
Margarite Pratt
Anna Dell Ross
Mary Sarig
Irene Schrader
Eileen Stewart
Berta Swails (over)
Margaret Vincent
Frances Weisel
Frances Waiker
Dorothy Wright